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Welcome to our New Year issue of Partnership People and
welcome to 2019!
As we leave the festive season behind us I would like to take a moment
to acknowledge those staff across the Trust who have supported people
over Christmas and the New Year for whom this is a difficult time. There
are many who rely on the support of our staff to help them through and
our Safe Havens and Crisis Line were busy over the holidays as were our
hospital wards. We have such dedicated staff who really make a difference
to people’s lives every day of the year, thank you.
This issue of Partnership People is brimming with inspirational teams and
individuals starting with one of our most valued critical friends Janice Clark,
who is a carer and Trust Governor, who tells us about the work that is
underway to support carers; and ending with news from our staff network
chair Ali Khan who is a champion for improving the working lives of our
black, Asian and minority ethnic workforce.
I am really proud of our teams who have won national awards over the past
few months, which is a worthy recognition of the trailblazing work going
on across the organisation from our technology led dementia trial to our
Recovery College work. Read more on page 06.
And finally I would like to welcome our newly appointed Governors to the
Council, representing you as our members on the Council of Governors. You
can find out who your Governor is on page 09.
I hope 2019 brings you happiness and
good fortune.
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Showcasing best practice
for supporting carers
Janice has been a carer most of
her adult life and has spent the
last 30 years using her experience
to campaign for carers’ rights. She
The Surrey carers team with their HSJ
is the former chair of Action for
award in 2015
Carers Surrey and has supported the
development of training and support services for people in caring
roles. Janice represents the voice of carers and families as one of our
Trust Governors and is a member of FoCUS, our Forum of Carers
and people who Use Services; and also the Carers’ Action Group.
“I am involved with the Carers’
Action Group which is dedicated
to addressing carer issues
and improving the support
that is available. I have also
become involved in the Carers’
Commissioning Group which works
across Surrey to ensure that all
services and systems respond to the
needs of carers.
In November I attended the HSJ
awards with representatives
from the Surrey Heartlands
Integrated Care System after we
were shortlisted in the System
Led Support for Carers category
for our work on improving carer
experiences.
I was asked to share the positive
things that are happening within
mental health, including the
development of our Carers’ Charter
which sets out our promise to
support and involve carers, value
their role, and give them a voice.
John’s Campaign, which allows
carers to stay with a person who
has dementia when they are an
inpatient, has been introduced to
our services for older people. The
best care is delivered when the
insight of carers is treated as a gift
to inspire improvement and it is
fantastic that we have now signed
up to this important campaign.

Our Carers’ Prescription, which won
a HSJ award in 2015, continues to
ensure that practitioners are able
to easily refer carers to valuable
support services.
One in nine employees care for
someone whilst juggling paid work
and one in six give up work or
reduce their hours. We are proud to
be signed up to the Employers for
Carers scheme which offers advice
on how to provide carer friendly
employment.
Carers have worked with our
Recovery College to co-design
health and wellbeing courses and
we have developed a course for
parents caring for children receiving
child and adolescent mental health
services. Carer specific modules
have been built into the suicide
prevention training to encourage
people caring for someone who is
suicidal not to be afraid of talking
about it and to get advice about
how best to manage through these
worrying times. The development
of bitesize modules has made the
Recovery College more accessible as
carers can attend flexibly.
Surrey and Borders is one of only a
few Trusts to have been awarded
two gold stars in recognition
of our commitment to working
collaboratively with carers using the
Triangle of Care.

We didn’t win the HSJ award but
it was an honour to be shortlisted
and to have our work showcased
at a national level. We have lots to
focus on so that we win next time!
The priorities now are to find ways
of using technology to improve
carer experiences, particularly
artificial intelligence and avatars
because people based services are
not able to meet the demand. I
will continue to promote the need
to adopt a whole family approach
so that carers are seen as part of
the solution and that the choices
they make are respected and
understood.

“When I first started
caring I felt so
isolated. But support
has transformed and
the voice of carers
has never been so
strong. Carers come
from all backgrounds
and no longer can
past assumptions be
applied - this can only
be a good thing.”
To find out more about the carer
support available visit www.sabp.
nhs.uk/carers.
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News highlights

Managing demand for
CAMHS services
In October we concluded our Interim
Plan which was in place during the
summer to help us see over 1,850
children and young people who were
waiting for assessments with our
CAMHS Community Teams.
Whilst we have successfully seen
everyone waiting, we need to ensure
our services are sustainable going
forward and an independent review
was undertaken to consider how the
system needs to change.
The review found that the care and
support provided by Mindsight Surrey
CAMHS is of a high standard but
changes are needed for the service
vision to be fully delivered. Four phases
of development were recommended:
1.Improve outcomes for children and
young people by including more
early help and prevention
2.Jointly own the plan and delivery
across health, social care and
education to ensure that together
we are meeting the needs of our
young people
3.Listen to, understand, engage and
communicate with all stakeholders,
particularly children and young
people, by co-designing services
4.Build a culture of evaluation,
reflection, learning and evolution
by providing good data including
outcomes for young people and
their families.
Specific actions are currently being
developed with commissioners for
each of the phases. You can read
more at www.sabp.nhs.uk/camhs.

Landmark research into
Fetal Alcohol Spectrum
Disorders

Improving the experiences
of carers looking after
someone with dementia

A landmark research study has found
that up to one in five children could
have symptoms of Fetal Alcohol
Spectrum Disorder (FASD), an incurable
condition caused by exposure to
alcohol in pregnancy.

John’s Campaign helps people who
look after someone with dementia
support them when they are admitted
to hospital.

The UK has the fourth highest rate of
pre-natal alcohol use but the study is
the first to estimate how many people
may have FASD.
Researchers from Bristol and Cardiff
Universities worked with Dr Raja
Mukherjee, consultant psychiatrist
and FASD expert, to analyse data
collected by women who were
pregnant between 1991 and 1992.
They followed the development of
13,495 children from birth until age
15 and found 17% screened positive
for features and symptoms consistent
with FASD.
Dr Raja Mukherjee said: “Whilst we
need to find out what the exact figure
is, this report stops the debate saying
that FASD doesn’t exist. It makes
people take this seriously and say ‘we
can’t keep ignoring this’.”
We run the only specialist clinic in the
UK for assessing and treating children
and adults with FASD. To find out more
visit www.fasdclinic.com.

It was started after John, who had
dementia but was living a good life
at home with support from his wife,
sadly died after being admitted to
hospital with leg ulcers. During his stay
family visits were restricted and his
decline was catastrophic.
Being admitted to hospital can be
frightening, regardless of whether
someone is mentally unwell, and
people put their trust in others,
usually a carer, for reassurance. For
this reason, carers should have the
freedom to be with them whenever
they are needed.
Involving carers leads to better quality
care because they are expert in the
needs of that individual. If they are
accepted as part of the care team
they can provide insight and facilitate
communication, leading to better
outcomes.
Our older adult units at the Meadows,
the Abraham Cowley Unit and
Farnham Road Hospital have signed up
to the campaign and now allow carers
to stay overnight, to have flexible
visiting hours and actively involve them
in a person’s discharge.
To find out more speak to the nurse
in charge on the ward or email
carers@sabp.nhs.uk.
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Addressing unmet mental Think Ahead
health needs
Three postgraduate social work
Integrating mental health alongside
physical health care is an important
focus across health and social care
services.
Through funding from Surrey
Heartlands Integrated Care System, a
partnership of organisations working
with the public to improve services,
we have secured circa. £1 million to
co-design and test a new model of
mental health care within primary
care over a 12 month period.

students have joined our Community
Mental Health Recovery Services as
part of the national Think Ahead
programme. They follow four students
who took part last year, and who are
now employed as newly qualified
social workers within our Trust.
The Think Ahead programme brings
graduates from all disciplines into
mental health social work. During
their year of accelerated social work
training the students take part in
all aspects of the work of their
Community Mental Health Recovery
Service and receive support from
a practice teacher based in their
team, as well as from their academic
mentors at the University of York. At
the end of their first year they qualify
as social workers, then go on to study
a Masters during their second year.

As the population grows and lives
longer more people are developing
long term conditions or experiencing
mental ill-health and need to access
their local health services more often.
To meet these needs, GP practices
have started working together and
with community, mental health, social
care, pharmacy, hospital and voluntary Student Adele Grison said: “I’ve really
services in primary care networks.
enjoyed working for Surrey and Borders
as a Think Ahead student. Last year I
Addressing unmet mental health
completed my social work qualification
needs has been identified as a priority. in really supportive environments and
Therefore, we are working with local
I now work for Elmbridge Community
primary care networks to trial a new
Mental Health Recovery Service. I’m
way of working which integrates
doing my Assessed and Supported
mental health and social care
Year in Employment through Surrey
professionals, voluntary organisations County Council as well as a Masters
and peer support approaches into
through Think Ahead, specialising in
three field test sites in Guildford,
systemic approaches to social work.
Banstead and north west Surrey.
The programme has been a wonderful
experience so far and has reinforced my
These primary care based roles
passion for mental health.”
will deliver assessments, brief
interventions, support and care
You can find out more about the
navigation to people with mild to
Think Ahead programme and how it
moderate mental illness to improve
is helping graduates train to work in
access and use of community
mental health on their website: https://
resources.
thinkahead.org

Our Runneymede
services relocate
We are delighted that our latest
Community Hub, Unither House,
opened its doors in December 2018
to welcome our community based
services in north west Surrey.
Twelve teams from across Runnymede
relocated to this modern environment
which is located in the centre of
Chertsey and has good public
transport links and parking for staff
and visitors.
Our Community Hubs programme
enables us to create more modern,
welcoming environments by replacing
buildings that are no longer fit for
purpose. It also encourages better
communication and more joined
up working by bringing our teams
together, and makes our community
services more affordable.
We have just received £4m funding
from the Department of Health
for further development of our
Community Hubs in Epsom,
Spelthorne, Mole Valley and Woking.
Further details on the services that
have relocated and their contact details
are available at www.sabp.nhs.uk/
community.
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News feature

It’s award season
We are thrilled to have had a flurry of successes at several prestigious awards.

Nursing Times Award

Hailing the team as ‘worthy winners’,
judges from the Royal College praised
their integrated working with other
health and social care professionals,
and noted the positive feedback
received from people who use
services and carers.

Health Service Journal
Award
Clare Ward, based at the Abraham
Cowley Unit on the St Peter’s Hospital
site, triumphed over ten other
finalists to win Team of the Year for
their commitment to delivering the
highest standards of care, learning
from difficult incidents, and their
innovative methods of using quality
improvement.
Fiona Edwards, Chief Executive, said:
“I’m delighted that our colleagues
have been recognised for their
innovative and compassionate work.
Our inpatient staff work incredibly
hard to support people who are
acutely unwell, and it is especially
encouraging to see mental health
nursing being honoured at this
national level.”

Royal College of
Psychiatrists Award

Our Surrey Heath Community Mental
Health Team for Older People won
Team of the Year: Older Age Adults
for their exceptional work of bringing
physical and mental health assessment,
treatment and support together for
people over the age of 65.

Our pioneering technology dementia
study won the Improving Care with
Technology award.
TIHM (Technology Integrated Health
Management) for dementia enables
clinicians to remotely monitor the
health of people with dementia living
at home. Internet enabled devices
are installed in a person’s home
to collect data which is analysed
using machine learning. Any health
problems identified are flagged on a
digital dashboard and followed up by
a clinical monitoring team.

The award recognised their
contribution to the service which
helps people recovering from mental
health problems. Volunteers are a
key part of the team running local
Recovery Colleges, which provide a
series of short courses to help people
improve their health and wellbeing.
The courses are developed and
delivered by people who have lived
experience of mental or physical
illness, or are supporting someone
who does.

Farnham Sports Awards

David Muir, our Trust governor
The HSJ judges said TIHM won because representing people who use learning
it had “evidenced great use of machine disability services, won the Disability
Award for Boccia – a precision ball
learning to solve very real problems.”
sport similar to bowls. Farnham
Sports Council is an independent
voluntary body who represent the
Helpforce Champions
sporting interests of the people of
Award
Farnham and surrounding areas.
Volunteers working with our Recovery
Colleges earned national recognition
of their fantastic contribution to
volunteering in the NHS, achieving
second place in the category of
Partnership Working in Volunteering.
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Quality improvements

Meeting the needs of people with a learning disability
Jackie is in her forties and has autism. She has been
living in a private hospital for adults with learning
disabilities in Lincolnshire for the past 17 years, and
during this time her father has made the cross-country
journey to see her every six weeks. Following a review
of her care, it was decided that it would be better
for Jackie to live closer to her father, and so began
the process of arranging suitable care for her back
in Surrey. Marie Crooks, manager of Brook House,
explains how she and the team went about ensuring
that the right environment and support were in place
for Jackie to move in.
“I started as a manager in January
2018 and I’ve been focussing on
Jackie’s move since then. My first task
was to meet with the commissioners,
the family, and her father, Graham,
to work out how we would arrange
for her transition back to Surrey.

comfortable having it all in her new
flat. Now it’s all up on her wall and
when she asks about a photo we
can say ‘oh, this is when you were
in Lincolnshire with the staff there’,
supporting her to keep alive her
memories from that time.

The first thing we looked at was how
to adapt the flat to her needs. Jackie
is autistic, and she absolutely loves
music, so we arranged for a specialist
company to install audio visual
equipment. Jackie tends to break
things when she gets agitated, so
we’ve installed the speakers on the
ceiling so she can’t reach them and
this minimises the risk of her hurting
herself or staff.

In the run up to the move, her
support workers wrote a story about
how it was time for her to go back
home, closer to her Dad to see him
more often and this was repeated
every day to prepare her. Our team
spent two weeks shadowing the care
workers in Lincolnshire, and when
Jackie came to Brook House she was
accompanied by two key workers
who stayed with her for a week to
help us to support her. We then had
another story to say goodbye, which
she seems to have responded well
to. The staff were really sad to say
goodbye to Jackie after so long!

We brought the pictures from
her holidays with the Lincolnshire
staff, and all her artworks to Brook
House. Jackie’s father and I met to
discuss how to arrange everything
and where she would feel more

Jackie has settled in really well.
She loves going for long walks and
Surrey’s perfect because there are
hills, parks, and it’s so green! In her
first week we arranged for her to go
to Brighton with her father. It went
really well, and she and Graham were
very happy.
Graham said: “Jackie has settled well
at Brook House. The transition can be
considered as very successful.”

Speakers have been installed in the ceiling
to reduce the risk of Jackie hurting herself
or staff when she is agitated

The team at Brook House

About the team
• An extra 10 members of staff
were recruited to support
Jackie, as she needs two-to-one
support
• The new team members have
been given specific training to
support her physical and mental
health needs
• NHS England in Kent, Surrey,
and Sussex has congratulated
Marie and the Brook House
team for their hard work.
They said:

“May I offer my
thanks and
congratulations on
the culmination of
your hard work.”
*We have changed the names of people
in this article to protect their identity
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Improving behaviour monitoring

Redstone House is one of our registered social care
homes for men who have a learning disability and autism.
One of the residents experiences
episodic anxiety (sudden attacks
of panic for no obvious reason).
To reduce his levels of anxiety staff
undertook a quality improvement
project which involved
implementing hourly behaviour
monitoring and ABC charts.
The behaviour monitoring required
the team to document what was
happening each hour (three hourly
between 22:00-07:00). A key
was used to identify positive and
negative behaviours and when
negative behaviours were identified,
the team completed an ABC chart
to record the context around the
behaviour being displayed.
ABC (antecedent, behaviour,
consequence) charts are an
observational tool used to record
information about particular
behaviours. By noting down
what was happening before
the behaviour occurs, a clear

description of the behaviour
displayed, and the resulting
consequences, triggers can be
identified and plan developed.
By identifying signs of distress and
the potential cause of the anxiety
the team are better able to intervene
earlier and provide a consistent
response. Efforts can be made to
de-escalate the situation by making
changes to the environment,
teaching different coping reactions
and avoiding things that will make
the situation worse.
Colleagues at the day service
the resident attends were asked
to support the project by also
completing hourly recording and
ABC charts.
Feedback showed staff had a
thorough understanding of the
rationale and purpose to the
behaviour monitoring and their
confidence with using the system

increased over time. By week 16
there was 100% accuracy across
the home and day service which
was 24 weeks ahead of target.
By monitoring the individual’s
behaviour so closely it was possible
for the team to apply positive
behaviour support much earlier and
a reduction in the resident’s anxiety
has been observed.
As a result, the team were able to
arrange for the individual to go on
a short holiday over the summer.
This was a huge success as no
episodes of anxiety occurred.
The implementation of this more
robust behaviour monitoring
process has improved the quality
of interactions between staff
and the individual because staff
understand better how to manage
the challenging behaviour.
This work has now been replicated
in two other social care homes for
residents who experience anxiety
and aggression. This model is ready
to be rolled out more widely across
services as it is required.

News feature
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Meet your Governors
We are delighted to welcome three new Governors to our Council and to welcome
back two existing Governors for another term following our recent elections. Thank
you to all of our members who put themselves forward for nomination and to
everyone who voted.

Below are details of all our
elected Governors, those with
a gold star are our recently
elected Governors.
Find out more
See the Members section of our
website for biographies on each of
our Governors at www.sabp.nhs.
uk/members/yourgovernors
If you would like to get in touch
with your Governor, please email
governors@sabp.nhs.uk or call
01372 216293 or SMS text 07786
202 545.
Public – North West and South
West Surrey
Darren Ayres
Raj Chhetri
Lyn Day
Public – East and Mid Surrey
Jacqui Clark
Sandra Dessent
Margaret Hicks

Public – Hampshire and the
Rest of England
Steve Forster
Tikendra Dal Dewan
People who use services and
carers – learning disability
services
David Muir
Darren Power
People who use other
Trust services
Michele Amoah Powponne
Alexander Farkouh
Isaac Bury
Rebecca Harris
Karen Murray
Simon Telling
Carers and Families
Elaine Braithwaite
Lead Governor
Penny Burnett
Janice Clark

Staff
Admin/management/facilities
Martin Clark
Social work and other county
council employees
vacancy
Health and social care assistants
Katie Nurse
Therapies
Ana Brisbar
Qualified nursing
Phil Boulter
Medical
Sean Fernandez
Nominated
Surrey County Council
Cllr Bill Chapman and
Cllr Edward Hawkins
Hampshire County Council
Cllr Bill Withers
Borough Councils
Iseult Roche
Action for Carers
Hasu Ramji
Surrey Police
Vacancy
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Service spotlight
Perinatal Mental Health Service
Jane Jefferies is the manager of our new perinatal
mental health service which launched in October
2018 following a successful partnership bid for
funding from NHS England to implement services
aimed at reducing the number of women who
experience mental ill-health during pregnancy.

What is the future?
We are working with our IAPT
(Improving Access to Psychological
Therapies) colleagues to improve
early intervention by developing a
champion role. This will skill-up our
IAPT wellbeing practitioners to be
specialists in identifying mental health
issues in pregnancy and to make the
appropriate referral into our service
when specialist support is needed.
It is our hope to create an outreach
worker role that will act as a point
of contact between our service and
the local mother and baby unit
in Kent to build relationships and
implement clear and consistent
referral pathways.
Following the success of our
Recovery Colleges that employ
people with lived experience we are
recruiting peer support workers to
join us and offer one-to-one support
to other women and families going
through similar experiences.

What do you do?
We are a specialist service for
women and families who are
planning a pregnancy, are pregnant
or have a baby up to 12 months old
who have serious or complex mental
health needs.
If somebody has experienced
significant mental health problems
in the past our aim is to keep them
well during the perinatal period. If
someone does become ill in this time
we will support them in their recovery.
Our service is made up of two teams,
the South West team covers Guildford
and Waverley, Surrey Downs and
Surrey Heath and the North West
team covers North West Surrey.

What is different about
your service?
Pregnant women, until now, will have
been seen by community mental
health services. Our service is unique
because we are solely focused on
mental ill-health that occurs during
pregnancy and we have specialist
skills which enable us to better meet
the needs of this specific group.
10-20% of women will experience
mental illness during pregnancy and
the creation of services like ours will
significantly improve access, resulting
in more positive outcomes.
An important role of our service is
facilitating admission to mother and
baby units in circumstances where this
is needed.

Finally, we have designed training
targeted at midwifery support
workers, social workers and GPs
which we are excited to start
delivering. This will enhance the
knowledge of other professionals
on how to spot indicators that a
woman is experiencing mental illhealth during or after pregnancy.

Who works here?
We are a multidisciplinary team of
approximately 20 staff including
consultant psychiatrists, mental health
nurses, an occupational therapist,
psychologists and nursery nurses.
We also have an extended team of
health visitors and midwives (including
mental health and safeguarding
midwives) within the acute general
hospitals. They aren’t employed by
Surrey and Borders but work in close
partnership with us.
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Up close and personnel
Druid Fleming
Druid is a furniture maker turned occupational
therapist who, after retiring, re-joined our Trust to work
in our older adult services at the Meadows in Epsom.
“My first ever job as an occupational therapist was working at West Park
hospital, and afterwards at what was then the Epsom day hospital.
I have spent the last 20 years with Camden and Islington Foundation Trust,
retiring at 65 but I wasn’t ready for retirement so in August I was lucky
enough to hear about this part-time job and leapt at it. It’s strange to
come back to what was West Park hospital but it’s good to see the positive
changes that have been made in mental health.

“I’ve been working in
mental health for over
35 years, so it’s good
to see the positive
changes made during
that time.”

I’m a furniture maker by trade. In the 1970s the bottom fell out of the
British furniture trade and I was temporarily unemployed when I saw a job
for a wood working instructor in a local psychiatric hospital. I thought I’d
give it a go for a couple of months until things picked up but just loved it
and was there for eight years.
That led me on to a career in adult education and I completed my degree
when I was 40, going on to be a senior lecturer at Belmarsh Prison where
I was head of technical studies. I soon recognised that so many of my
students had clear mental health problems, and that tipped me into
deciding to train as an occupational therapist. I did a postgraduate course
and that was one of the best moves I’ve ever made.
At Camden and Islington I ended up in a senior service manager post. What I
think I’ve brought with me from that job to my current occupational therapist
role is the understanding of the pressures on the system and the importance
of enabling people to make the transition from inpatient to home, or into
residential care. That’s informing my practice because a lot of my work
is assessing people for going home, and thinking about the appropriate
adaptations and what sort of support they might need. I love addressing the
practical problems that people are facing, thinking about solutions and how
we maintain their dignity as human beings and balance their needs with the
need to keep them safe. I think that’s really challenging.
One of the things that my current role allows is being able to contribute
from my own particular areas of interest. Working with my multidisciplinary colleagues, with support from our managers, we are reestablishing and developing a carers group which will meet once a month
at the Meadows. Alongside which we intend to get a regular talking group
established for people on the wards to get a sense of their experience and
how we can do our best to improve it.
Outside of work I live next door to a piece of waste ground and recently
have been involved in setting up a Community Garden Association to lease
the land and establish a community garden which is going to be both child
and dementia friendly. That’s one way I can bring skills from my NHS work
and give back to my local community.“
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All about the BME network
Advancing the interests of BME staff
Ali Khan is the chair of our Black, Minority and Ethnic staff network which aims
to promote equality and eradicate discrimination. He tells us more about the
positive work being done.
What is the BME staff network?
We are a group of staff from all racial
backgrounds who come together as
volunteers to inspire attitudes and
behaviours that are positive towards
ethnic minority staff and encourage
colleagues to speak out with
confidence so their voice is heard.
Our priorities are to achieve
proportionate representation of
BME staff at senior levels of the
organisation, improve the quality of
BME staff experiences and enhance
the relationship between BME staff
and people who use services.
How did you come to be the
BME network chair and what
does the role involve?
I have over 12 years’ experience
of leading diversity, inclusion and
continued professional development
initiatives in the private and public
sector. Achieving a culture of
inclusion is my passion so I was
delighted to be appointed as chair
two years ago. The role is about
connecting with people to create a
situation where they feel confident
with sharing their experiences.
What has the network achieved?
In 2017 we were recognised for
our People Before Process project
at NHS Employers’ Freedom To
Speak Up awards. The initiative was
designed to investigate and reduce
the over-representation of BME
staff in Trust disciplinary procedures.
Through joint sessions between the
BME network and Human Resources
colleagues, people were able to tell
their personal stories of workplace
discrimination which led to Human
Resources staff being more person-

focused and listening to concerns
whilst also considering wider issues.

behaviours so we create a great
working environment for everyone.

We held our first diversity and
inclusion conference in October
2018 which set out the challenge
of creating an organisation
that welcomes diversity. We
explored topics including inclusive
leadership, tackling bullying and
harassment and interrupting
unconscious bias. The event was
well attended and was a great
success for setting out the vision of
the network.

We are leading the implementation
of the Workforce Race Equality
Standard and have developed
an action plan. Our Trust has a
high rate of BME staff involved
in disciplinary procedures so we
need to make equality everyone’s
business by raising awareness and
educating people. An aspiration of
the network is to ensure that a BME
member of staff is included in all
recruitment panels. There may be
resource issues with implementing
this across every interview panel,
but we certainly hope to increase
the representation of BME staff
included in the recruitment process.

What does the future hold for
the network?
We will be recommending that the
Trust implements an inclusion forum
where all networks come together.
This will open the equality discussion
across all protected characteristics.
Similar to the LGBT network’s
straight allies, we would like to
introduce an ally role to join us
in supporting and challenging

Kent Surrey Sussex Leadership
Academy recently launched an
inclusion network and by joining as
a member we have the opportunity
to affect positive change not just
across the Trust but across the health
and social care system.
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How are we doing?
It has been widely reported that demand for beds in mental health wards has
been high across the country during the past year.
Here’s a look at how we are doing in Surrey and north east Hampshire.
The average bed occupancy
percentage for our adult and older
adult mental health wards across
Surrey and Borders for April to
October 2018 is 92.5%. This is
slightly higher than the national
average at 89% but reflects the
increasing number of people that

require admission to a mental health
ward. In 2017/18 our average bed
occupancy was 88%.
We have recently created a bed flow
team to help manage the timely
discharge of people on the wards

and to ensure that those who need
admission are supported in the best
possible place to suit their needs.
Our Home Treatment Teams also
provide an alternative to hospital
admission where people can be
intensively supported at home.

Bed flow team

Timely
discharge

Coordinate home support as an
alternative to hospital admission

Better meet
people’s needs

Reduce bed
occupancy

In the news
BBC Radio Surrey

BBC Radio 4

The Guildford Dragon

Sepsis Awareness - Fiona’s Story

Dr Helen Rostill speaks about the
TIMH study

Warm Beds, Help and Hope for
Guildford’s Rough Sleepers This Winter

Helen’s interview was part of a
news item on the future of data
driven technologies in healthcare
following publication of a report by
the Academy of Medical Sciences.
To listen to the interview, please
go to BBC iPlayer Radio at www.
bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/m0001bpc.
Coverage starts at: 49.33.

The Trust is part of a specialist
service helping rough sleepers and
people at risk of homelessness
who are experiencing mental
health problems. The Indigo
Project is delivered in partnership
with Riverside, Guildford Borough
Council, and Surrey County Council
Adult Social Care.

Chief Executive Fiona Edwards,
spoke on BBC Radio Surrey about
her experience of developing sepsis
to help raise awareness of this
life-threatening and often under
diagnosed condition.
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Wellbeing
Zentangles
Zentangles are free-hand drawings of geometric shapes, curves, and lines on a
small square of paper. From its origins as a part of calligraphy, Zentangles have
become very popular as a way to promote a sense of calm and wellbeing.
Drawing them is very
accessible, as the small
format and repeated shapes
make it easy to produce
an attractive end-result,
regardless of how artistic or
creative somebody might be.
At a recent Zentangle session
in the Early Intervention
in Psychosis (East) team,
colleagues found the activity
engaging and relaxing,
helping to reduce stress levels
and boost creativity.
Here are some of the
amazing Zentangles they
produced.
If you fancy having a go
yourself just search for
‘Zentangles’ on the internet
for instructions and design
ideas.

Members’ Offers
Low cost 24 hour gym memberships
If your New Year’s Resolution is to loose weight or get fit
then why not take advantage of this offer from Pure Gym.
Low cost gym memberships. Pure Gym is offering great benefits
on their membership:
• Only £5 joining free (usually up to £15)
• 10% off monthly standard membership
• No contract memberships with a price for life
• 180 gyms nationwide
• Open 24/7 - train when it suits you
• Minimum 50 free classes a week
• Over 220 pieces of equipment in each gym
For more information, visit www.puregym.com/
health-service-discounts.
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60 second interview
Ama Smith
Ama Smith is our education and development administrator.
Who would you want to play
you in a film?
Willow Smith, I think she would do
a great job.
What is your best piece of advice?
Smile and the world will smile
back at you; the reason for this is
because it is true, try it!

interesting life story and experiences
straight from the horse’s mouth.
Theresa May, to get a real, straight
forward, honest and down to earth
answer about what the plan is for
Brexit. I care about my future and
what Brexit will mean for us all. And
also to ask her how is she doing
because it has been a hard couple of
months for her.

Where is your favourite place in
the world?

Bob Marley, for the music of course.
I would cheekily ask him to perform
‘Is this Love’ and ‘Zimbabwe’
because I love these two songs.

New York City because it is very similar
to London, which I love - but New
York City is that bit better.

Tell us something about you
that we didn’t know?

Which three famous people would
you invite to dinner and why?
Anne Frank, to hear about her

My first name, Ama, is a Ghanaian
name, but I am in fact Caribbean.
The meaning of my name is simply
girl born on Saturday / Saturday’s
child.

Letters
Mark Girvan, Senior Nurse Prescriber
“Mark you really are a breath of fresh air in my
limited but recent experience in dealing with S and
his hospitalisations. I want you to know how much
of a difference you have made to us so far with his
recovery journey.”

Guildford, CYP Haven
“I cannot say how well we have been supported at the
CYP Haven. The staff have always been so helpful and
available to support our son on the road to recovery,
especially as he has been so reluctant to receive help.
Thank you.”

Julie Wartans, Mental Health Nurse, Community
Mental Health Recovery Service Tandridge
“Thank you will never be enough! You came into
our lives about six months ago and have been
our daughter’s guardian angel ever since. For all
of us, having you there as back up to help with
the low times and enjoy the good times has been
indispensable. Bipolar is never an easy thing to live
with, but knowing that you are there to answer all
those scary and daft questions in your honest and
down to earth manner makes it so much easier.”

Blake Ward at the Abraham Cowley Unit
“I am writing to offer my thanks to the staff of Blake
Ward. I was admitted to the ward following a suicide
attempt and nervous breakdown. I would like to thank
all the staff who work within the ACU who supported
me during my stay and the team of staff who visited
me at home afterwards. Their support in a challenging
environment was outstanding and at all times the staff
showed tremendous care for all patients. Thank you.”
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What’s on?
Awareness Days

Meetings

1-31 January 2019
Dry January
www.alcoholconcern.org.uk/dry-january

Wednesday 13 February 2019
Public Board Meeting
10am-12:30pm

7 February 2019
Time to Talk Day
www.time-to-change.org.uk/get-involved/
timetotalkday2019

Trust Headquarters, 18 Mole Business Park,
Leatherhead KT22 7AD

25 February to 3 March 2019
Eating Disorders Awareness week
www.beateatingdisorders.org.uk/edaw
April 2019
Stress Awareness Month
www.stressawarenessmonth.com

Thursday 21 March 2019
Council of Governors Meeting
2pm-4.30pm
Trust Headquarters, 18 Mole Business Park,
Leatherhead KT22 7AD

FoCUS: Forum of Carers and people
who Use our Services

Members’ Events

• Do you use any of the Trust’s services?

Wednesday 20 March 2019

• Do you care for someone who uses the
Trust’s services?

Autistic Spectrum Disorders in Children and Adults
10am-1pm
St Mary’s Hall, Stoke Road, Stoke D’Abernon KT11 3PX
This event concentrates purely on Autistic Spectrum
Disorders (ASD), aiming to increase the understanding
of ASD. You will also be given information about
support needs and coping strategies.
Refreshments will be provided.
To register for any of our free members events, please
contact us:
Tel: 01372 216164

If so, why not join our Forum of Carers and people who
Use our Services as one way of having your say about
the way we do things and help us improve services.
There is the opportunity to meet up with other people
at local area group meetings and to get involved in the
work of the Trust.
An independent part time service user involvement
facilitator is also available to support people to get
involved.
To find out more contact Lucy Finney on:

SMS text: 07786 202545

lucy@lf-solutions.co.uk

Email: engage@sabp.nhs.uk

07727 273242
@FoCUS_SaBP
www.facebook.com/FoCUS.SABP

